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Total War™ ROME II: Caesar in Gaul

Campaign Pack

Description:

Caesar in Gaul is a standalone campaign pack for Total War: ROME II covering Julius Caesar’s war of expansion against the
Gaulish tribes. Players can choose from four playable factions in this conflict: the Gallic Arverni, the Germanic Suebi, the

Belgic Nervii and Rome, in a campaign inspired by Caesar’s Commentarii de bello Gallico (Commentaries on the Gallic war).

Offering a tighter scope in terms of time and geography than Rome II (58-51BC), the Caesar in Gaul Campaign Map is an
expanded, more detailed vision of Gaul and the south coast of Britannia.

Compared with ROME II’s map of Gaul, Caesar in Gaul contains more regions and provinces, more factions (both playable and
non-playable), and a series of famous generals and statesmen from history which the player will employ or fight against

depending on their chosen faction.

A war of great profit and glory for Caesar, this conflict made him extremely popular with the people of Rome… though less so
with the senators, who saw him gathering power to himself in a series of events that ultimately lead to his ascension to Dictator.

Caesar in Gaul differs from the core ROME II experience in a number of important ways:
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New Campaign Map:

The Caesar in Gaul campaign map is an enhanced, more detailed representation of Gaul, with players able to expand across 18
provinces dotted with resources, new settlements and new provincial capitals.

Greater focus on characters:

Many factions employ great generals and statesmen from history (for example, Rome fields Gaius Julius Caesar himself, Mark
Anthony and others). Each of the four playable factions also has a faction leader who acts as the player’s avatar during the

campaign.

24 turns per year:

As Caesar in Gaul deals with a considerably shorter time-span (58-51BC) than the grand sweep of the ROME II campaign, each
turn represents two weeks rather than a year. This means seasons make a return. The gameplay effects of these aren’t always

predictable however, and may vary from province to province. A late autumn may bring a good harvest for example, but a long,
dry summer may damage your food production.

Compact, focussed multiplayer campaign:

For those generals looking for a more rapid MP campaign game, Caesar in Gaul presents a series of interesting options. Due to
the geographic scope and the opposing 48 factions, co-op or competitive 2-player campaigns are tighter, more focussed, and less

time-consuming than a full Campaign.

New mid-game challenge mechanics:

For those players making it through to the mid-game, there will be new challenges to face as a more suitable replacement for the
Civil Wars of ROME II. As a Gallic tribe, you’ll feel the mailed fist of Rome respond with heavy intervention forces, and as

Rome, you’ll see the Gallic tribes rebelling and forming alliances against you.

New historical battle:

Caesar in Gaul adds the Battle of Alesia as a playable historical battle. Alesia marked the turning point of Caesar’s Gallic War,
and resulted in the capture of Vercingetorix, who was later taken to Rome and executed at Caesar’s Triumph.

Set from Caesar’s perspective, Alesia tasks the player with maintaining the siege of Vercingetorix's Gallic stronghold. The battle
begins with the Roman forces deployed within their own investment fortifications outside the hill-fort. The player must guide

the Romans as they weather attacks from both a huge relief army and within the fort itself.

New Total War: ROME II full campaign playable factions:

Alongside the factions playable within the new Campaign, Caesar in Gaul also adds three new playable factions to the main
game; they are:

•Nervii (barbarian, Belgic)
The most fierce and powerful of the Belgic tribes, the Nervii are a melting pot of Celtic and Germanic heritage. Their unit

roster reflects this mix of cultures, opening up the possibility of creating new, unique army compositions.

•Boii (barbarian, Gallic)
One of the largest of the Gallic tribes, the Boii occupied Cisalpine-Gaul, Pannonia, Bohemia and Transalpine Gaul. Their

numbers make them a force to be reckoned with but they are somewhat disconnected from other the Gallic tribes geographically
and are directly exposed to the ferocious Germanic clans and the Dacians.

•Galatians (barbarian, Anatolia)
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The Gauls of the East, the Galatians migrated to Asia Minor following the Celtic invasion of the Balkans. They arrived through
Thracia at around 270 BC, led by generals Lotarios & Leonnorios. As Celts deep within Hellenic territory and factions hostile

towards them, the Galatians offer interesting and challenging new gameplay.

New units:

Alongside their usual unit rosters, the playable factions of Caesar in Gaul (and playable factions in the main ROME II campaign
provided by Caesar in Gaul ownership) also gain the following new units:

Boii (ROME II)

•Sword Followers (sword infantry)
Where a lord commands, the sword is thrust.

•Veteran Spears (spear infantry)
Battle hardens the sinews and the heart, and deafens the ear to the cries of cowards.

Galatians (ROME II)

•Galatian Legionaries (sword infantry)
The Celts have taught the Romans more than they're prepared to admit, but this is a two-way street.

•Galatian Raiders (javelin and sword cavalry)
Broken enemies know it is better to flee than face riders who will not spare their lives.

Gallic tribes (ROME II and Caesar in Gaul)

•Chosen Swordsmen (sword infantry)
These men fight with proven bravery and well-honed skill-at-arms.

•Chosen Spearmen (spear infantry)
Chainmail does not chill a warrior's heart, or still his lust for battle.

•Gallic Hunters (stealth bow infantry)
The skills of the hunt, hiding and a sudden strike, are the skills of a warrior.

Nervii (ROME II and Caesar in Gaul)

•Fierce Swords (sword infantry)
Once he has earned it, a Celt will only be parted from his longsword by death itself.

•Guerilla Swordsmen (stealth sword infantry)
•These swordsmen strike wherever and whenever their enemies least expect.

•Mighty Horse (spear cavalry)
A strong mount and a savage swing make these warriors a fearsome prospect.

•Naked Spears (spear infantry)
Who needs clothes when you have more than your share of courage?

•Gallic Hunters (stealth bow infantry)
The skills of the hunt, hiding and a sudden strike, are the skills of a warrior.

Auxiliaries

•Auxiliary Gallic Hunters (stealth bow infantry)
The skills of a hunter should be used in the service of Rome.

•Auxiliary Noble Horse(spear cavalry)
A mounted, armoured fist is always useful in a Roman army.

•Auxiliary Naked Swords (sword infantry)
The savage gods of war should be used to Rome's advantage.

•Auxiliary Short Swords (sword infantry)
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Bravery in battle, rather than skill, sometimes gives worth to a man.

Mercenaries

•Mercenary Gallic Hunters (stealth bow infantry)
The hunting of other men often has the greatest of rewards.

•Mercenary Noble Horse (spear cavalry)
Even a nobleman has his price, and will fight for gold.

•Mercenary Naked Swords (sword infantry)
The gods of war will bless mercenaries as long as they fight bravely.

•Mercenary Short Swords (sword infantry)
It is often enough to sell bravery and a taste for glory.
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Title: Total War: ROME II - Caesar in Gaul Campaign Pack
Genre: Strategy
Developer:
CREATIVE ASSEMBLY
Publisher:
SEGA
Franchise:
Total War
Release Date: 17 Dec, 2013

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum

OS: XP/ Vista / Windows 7 / Windows 8

Processor:2 GHz Intel Dual Core processor / 2.6 GHz Intel Single Core processor

Memory:2GB RAM

Graphics:512 MB DirectX 9.0c compatible card (shader model 3, vertex texture fetch support).

DirectX®:9.0c

Hard Drive:35 GB HD space

Additional:Screen Resolution - 1024x768

English,German,French,Italian,Russian,Polish,Czech,Turkish
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Ehhh i cant justify the cost its a 2 button beatem up. http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ibpa8xx8J04

Rise of Venice fits into a weird sub-genre of sail based economy simulator. Rise of Venice is almost an identical clone to
Partician and Port Royale. The major difference comes down to the maps. Rise of Venice original covers the area of the world
Genoa and east while the Gold version extends to the Portuguese coast of the Mediterannian.

The game is broken down into ships (convoys), businesses (production buildings), and warehouses (where you manage
resources). The game can overly overwhelm new players to the sub-genre but it comes with an excellent single player that breaks
down the game. The single player campaign can take up to 20 hours to complete while the free play will be worth another 100
hours. Add in the Challenge Mode and you are looking at a grand total of 160 hours of gameplay in this game.

Unlike previous titles the game has improved ship combat. However, all ship combat is mouse based.

For what you're paying the game is well worth your time. It's not going to be your most favorite game in your library, but it will
be one you will find yourself unable to simply quit.. Best rage game I have ever played make more levels definitely hood work
developers keep going. Brain out a more difficult on and make a mode to go head to head online. Bought it 50% off, got the
equivallent of paying for 3,300 GS worth, but got 3,500 + all the stuff listed, especially happy with the colouring presets and
+2,000 slot space in storage, I'm very pleased with this ^_^. The game overall is fun to play. But, I wish I could change the
controls of the game and I think the prize could be a little lower, most likey around 6.99 $ at least

But, that is my own opinion, I love the tv show and I been watching the show since i was in 4th grade. Awesome video game and
show. Early impressions:

I really enjoyed what i've played so far, the way it plays reminds me of Spyro or Banjo Kazooie. Neat looking game, interesting
lay out and very pretty for it's genre. It's simple and rewarding at the beginning, the directions are pretty clear on what to do.
Combat is button mashy, which is great. Jumping is a little floaty and unpredictable, especially in precise jumps. The camera I
actually like, excluding the random moments where it zooms up my gnomes butt hole. Honestly for $5 (current week only), why
not? I had fun and i'll play more.
. Would of played 45 euro's for this

Graphics-Crap.
Sound-Not so bad.
Story-Still have'nt played better in a fps.
Game-Well ahead of its time
WAB-YES!!!

10\/10. Poorly implemented throughtout. Graphics are not good, gameplay is not good and so on.
. Past an hour on the game, but quickly became repetitive. Mini games seem pointless. Not enough depth to the game, soon
becomes tiresome.. A note to every lame dev wannabe out there: if you can't make as much as basic sound and video options in
your "game" - you are a dumb sucker and your "game" is total crap.
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My fatigue didn't increase.. GTA PLAY THIS GAME!. I really liked the previous two games but didn't care much for this one.
It feels a lot shorter than the last two parts and kinda lacking in the content department.
The story is meh, the gameplay is more of the same except just less of it. Feel a lot like a DLC in some ways. It might be worth
it if you are a completionist type who enjoys collecting everything on the map, which I am not.
It's one of those middle of the road games that that I'd recommend IF you liked the previous games AND the game is on sale..
This is a decent enough solitaire game. I would rank it maybe 5\/10. If you love playing this type of game it's worth a
playthrough.

It was a little too easy to meet the objectives of each level in my opinion until the very last level, and then this one level I
probably played 40 or more times before I hit all 3 objectives at once and beat the game. I still enjoyed it even though I
probably wouldn't play it again.

The story was pretty non-existant and the art was decent until the final drawing of the forest which I kinda wondered if
someone's kid drew.. I am a simple person.
You give me nep, I give you money.
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